In the coming years, transportation system will be revamped in a manner that there will be more intellig ent and autonomous vehicle phenomenon around us s uch as smart cars, auto driving system, etc. Some of a utomotive industries are already producing smart cars . However, the main concern of this paper is on the in frastructure for connected vehicles, which can suppor t such intelligent transportation. Current transportatio n system lacks proper infrastructure to support connec ted vehicles. Hence, in this article, we have surveyed and analyzed the current transportation system in dev eloped and developing countries. In contrast, we are g oing to introduce secure intelligent transportation (roa dside) infrastructure that is user centric (Driver, Auto nomous driver etc.) for connected vehicles. In this pa per we present the basic requirements of safety engin eering infrastructure of roadside infrastructure in ITS for connected vehicles. Connected vehicles has netwo rk infrastructure to communicate with vehicle-to-vehi cle (V-to-V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V-to-I), lane c orrection system, and traffic information system etc. The connected vehicle is a good model for learning d emands of infrastructure for ITS process because the system having a lot of use-cases and we must underst and relationship between public institutions, people, c ompanies in order to proceed ITS System.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) is the term of the automobile and connected vehicles that have i ntelligence ability including computing, measuring, si tuation judging and networking something. Therefore , ITS attracts the public attention by evolving from si mple technology to containing convergence technolog ies where smart can judge it. The most interesting thin gs is that, the connected vehicles can judge their decis ion. ITS raise new business trend in all the world mar ket place through uniting Information communication technology (ICT) and automobile that lead the hardw are, software and manufacturing industries [1] . Nowa days, after making convention with automotive manu facturer like BMW, Audi, Honda, etc. and the huge IT Company like Google, Microsoft, Apple etc. released automobile operating system as-well-as automotive manufacturers constructed environment for making in telligent vehicle based on the advanced technologies l ike automatic parking system, lane-keeping system, c onflict prevention system, and so on. With these deve lopments, combined with the needs of consumers, it r equired establishing of transport infrastructure that is used for operating intelligent automotive [2] [3] [4] .
After starting full-scale vehicle life in the 1970s, s ociety has required the development of transport syste m for safety and efficiency. Automotive industry has obtained not only accelerating industrialization but al so expanding of living area. However, behind the sce nes, social costs were increased by traffic accidents. I n fig.1 shows that the no. of accidents in major vehicl es consuming countries [5] . To prevent these situation s, we need a more advanced ITS system then the curr ent scenario. Especially, we must accept to developm ent of relevant market for economic benefit, after pre occupying market with high relevant technologies. So , government started to develop network system calle d Smart-Highway that have a seamless communicatio n system on high speeds [6] . This paper presents the basic requirements of safety engineering infrastructure of roadside infrastructure in ITS for connected vehicles. Connected vehicles has network infrastructure to communicate with vehicle-to-vehicle (V-to-V), vehicle-to-infrastructure (V-to-I), lane correction system, and traffic information system etc. The connected vehicles have a good model for learning demands of infrastructure for ITS process because the system have a lot of use-cases and we must understand relationship between public institutions, people, companies in order to proceed ITS System. This paper has organized into sections as follows: Section II provides problem in connected vehicles and their challenges in V-to-V communication system. Section III, provides the requirement specifications of safe and secure engineering design architecture. In the section IV, we discussed the novel safe and secure engineering model for connected vehicles. Finally, in the section V, we have concluded final remarks and impact of connected vehicles with the respect of social, technical and business.
PROBLEM STATEMENTS AND CHALLENGES
Current ITS technique optimize traffic management and highway capacity by introducing spatial-temporal distribution of traffic flow to provide information through various media such as VMS, broadcast, internet, and etc. after ITS collects real-time traffic information through detection devices and CCTV on the highway in 2,804km of 23 routes. However, republic of Korea has operated highway traffic management system, since public infrastructure investment planning group to the president introduced ITS in 1993 [7] . However, ITS infrastructure has to consider road, IT, and V-to-V communication such as shown in fig.2 . ITS of the Republic of Korea has automatic vehicle identification system, image detection system and real time tracking algorithm through traffic monitoring camera such as CCTV and traffic related operation center that provides traffic information service through wire and wireless communication by building comprehensive traffic management system that has safety and quickness [7] . These find violators by exchanging information with each other through optical communication and wireless network, and maintain traffic flow system by transmitting traffic flow data in real-time. In particular, ITS of the Republic of Korea improve traffic flow overhead that is produced by tollgate, and reach next generation ITS environment because of electronic toll collection system because Hi-pass payment system using DSRC was introduced to ITS of the Republic of Korea in 2007 [8] .
A. Current Infrastructure and Challenges in ITS  Information content: There is no condition of information exchange type between road and vehicle Therefore we need to provide pointbased traffic information (VMS-oriented) and indirect information such as ARS, Internet, etc. 
SPECIFICATIONS OF SAFETY ENGINEERING
The basic requirements of intelligent transportation world such as intelligent transportation system, Infrastructure, smart vehicles, connected vehicles requirements and their challenges are given in fig. 3 .
However, ITS used to collect road information from various Road Infrastructures and analyses it to offered various traffic information and incident situation to Road Infrastructure and vehicles from the analysed data. Infrastructure information is required prevent dangerous situation by detecting cargo fall, vehicle stopped by accident, jaywalker detected and various incident situations with camera and Radar. By send collected vehicle speed and traffic information to the Center, It also can be offered to vehicles and displays that escort navigation service. Smart tolling systems charge the fee through Tag of vehicles and also can be charged differently by detecting class of vehicles. Vehicle can be prevented potential dangerous situation by using collected in-vehicle data. Display road status and sign information to invehicle terminal from Road Infrastructure. 
A. Technology requirements of Connected

ENGINEERING MODEL FOR SEAFTY
The overview infrastructure of a secure connected vehicles in ITS has shown in fig. 4 , where the communication tower collect the data such as traffic data, weather data on highway, car data on highway based on data of mobile device that mounted in the car, radio tower send data to main data normalization and event analyzers system. After the analysis of data, the information forwarded to the information storage cloud to mobile device again. Then mobile device provides user interfaces to check easier with input value of the driver (user). However, Fig. 5 is context diagram that shows an overview infrastructure of the system that we proposed
The major requirements of the telematics based safe and connected vehicles system are required four keywords of system, which is as follows:
 Subject roadside: The subject matter of the information system.  System roadside information: Charge, traffic jam and so on.  Usage Driver: The environment within which the planned system will operate.  Network System: Driver who use the highway, and stakeholder who related on the highway system.  System intelligent roadside: What the system does within its operational environment, what information it contains and what function it performs. 
IMPACT AND FINAL REMARKS
In upcoming years' transportations system will be completely modify. It will be more intelligent and autonomous vehicle around us such as smart car, auto driver, etc. Some of automotive industries already produce smart car. But our main concern about infrastructure of transportation system which support intelligent transportation. Current infrastructure will be not support intelligent transportation system. So, in this article, we are going to introduce secure intelligent transportation (roadside) infrastructure of user's (Driver, Autonomous driver etc.) point of view. It's called intelligent transportation infrastructure. The impact of connected vehicles in ITS will proved to be a break through on the existing infrastructure of transportation system. These are some of the following effects A. Social Impact  Provide better and effective transportation life.  Provide safe and rapid transit information service under high-speed driving conditions.  Satisfy the driver's driving service and improve 
